PROCEDURE TO BE ADDED TO SRU’S CERTIFIED TESTERS LIST

1. Submit to the Backflow Program Coordinator the following:
   
   a. A copy of your certification and the location of the school attended with valid dates.
   b. The tester’s equipment information with calibration dates, date released to the field, model #, etc., and a copy of the original document.
   c. Your business name as well as a contact name as it should appear on the testers list, an email address, and fax # if applicable.
   d. The signed Certified Testers Agreement.

2. Please keep the Backflow Program Coordinator informed when your certifications are updated and testing equipment is checked for calibration. Our requirement is to have test equipment checked for accuracy one year from the date released to the field or (noted on the paper work received with the equipment when checked). We will attempt to contact you if we do not receive a copy of your training recertification or test kit calibration information. If we still do not receive the required information within a given date your name will be deleted from our certified tester’s list.

3. Important note: SRU does not allow and RPPA to be converted to a DCVA device serving a containment installation.

4. If you have any questions concerning backflow, please contact Mike Lee at 704-216-2705, or email information to mlee@salisburync.gov or mail to Mike Lee, Backflow Program Coordinator, 500 N. Church St. Salisbury, NC 28144.